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With the advent of new Intel Coffee Lake processors, PC manufacturers have good reason to update their lines. The Dell XPS Tower Special Edition (8930) (starting at $999; $1,524.99 as a test available on October 24) is the latest take on one of our favorite desktop computers of general purpose, and the first coffee lake PC to come through our labs. This time, the XPS Tower Special Edition packs the
Intel Core i7-8700 processor, and the extra speed is nothing to sneeze at. It also supports what we liked about the previous model-compact, easily accessible design with space to expand-XPS 8930 is no head pulp as our choice of editors for mid-range desktops, with everyone can handle media projects, play games and everything in between. New Guts, Same Case Updated version of The Special Edition
uses the same tried and tested chassis as the last few models, such as the Special Edition 8920, and for good reason. It's compact, minimalist, and still provides some space to upgrade, so there's little need for change. It measures 15.22 by 7.09 by 14.02 inches (HWD), all black with a silver face. It's not exactly a small form factor, which is usually pretty tiny, but it's at the lower end of size for general
purpose desktops. Others such as the Velocity Micro Raptor No95 (2017) at 17.5 at 7.25 by 20.5 inches tend to be more all around. The rear of the case has ventilation at the top and back, as well as between the gap in the main case and the front panel. Unlike the previous edition, this version gets pretty loud under load, especially from the top fan. Whether it's just from the extra heat generated by the
components of this model or the fan changes, it's noticeably loud. During the test testing, the fan whirred into action at a consistent level right up until the test is complete, so while it works as it should, it was just loud enough to distract. The inside access is very simple: a simple attraction on the back level opens the left panel, which you can then remove from the body, making the process completely tool-
less. Inside, the power is set in a movable hand that you can unlock and swing away from the motherboard. It's a good solution for a compact space, and keeps the lower area clear for more storage compartments. The space is a bit tight in character size of the case, which you may have to struggle with if you swap or add components in the future, but it leaves enough room to work in. This way you can fill
the storage area as you see fit, from a solo 1TB hard drive to different combinations of SSD capacity plus a hard drive. This block includes myself a minimum of everyone, with a 256GB SSD boot drive and a 1TB 7200 rpm hard drive. This is less space than the previous model we reviewed, which was a 2TB hard drive, but again that can be easily modified when ordered if you want more memory. The same
goes for The unit includes 16GB. To connect, the front panel has three USB 2.0 ports, an SD card slot, headphone and microphone connectors, an optical drive and a new USB-C port (the only physical exterior change relative to the previous model). It's a good utility kit, easily available from the front, while the rear contains four USB 3.0 ports, two more USB 2.0 ports, another USB-C port, HDMI port,
DisplayPort connection and Ethernet connector. This model comes with the Killer1535 WLAN card for wireless 802.11ac and Bluetooth (which raises the price by $25 by default). Dell maintains the XPS 8930 with an annual warranty that includes on-site equipment maintenance after remote diagnostics. Amped Up on Coffee (Lake) Star show for this update, of course, Intel Coffee Lake processor, 3.2 GHz
Core i7-8700. For direct comparison with the previous generation, we can look at 8,920 points, although it had a higher Core i7-7700 (3.6GHz) processor. While the lower speed of the watch leads to lower PCMark scores, knowledge of the Coffee Lake processor on multi-dark tests speaks for itself. Estimates of the 8930s are high - significantly more than the previous model, which again has a higher clock
speed. This is indicative of the improvement in the condition of Lake Kaby, as well as the new generation's ability to productivity and multitasking. Other desktops of various sizes in the price range, such as the iBuyPower Snowblind Pro or Corsair One Pro and their Core i7-7700K processors, also serve as good comparison points for Coffee Lake. While the processor certainly affects 3D performance,
results on 3D and game tests rely more heavily on the graphics card. As is usually the case, the Nvidia GTX 1070 is quite capable, especially in HD. On ultra-quality 1080p Sky and Valley tests that simulate gaming environments and frame measurements per second (fps), the XPS 8930 averages 99fps and 169fps respectively. This is well above the ideal 60fps target, and if you only intend to play HD like
many gamers, you'll be set for a long time in the future. See how we test desktop computers It is capable of at 1440p as well, and 30fps 4K games are achievable depending on the name. 8930 averaged 27fps and 31fps on the same tests on 4K, so there were dips below 30fps that you'll notice. The less demanding games are likely to stay at 30fps though, and you can lower some settings graphics to
achieve smoother frame rates too if 4K is important to you. I'd recommend the GTX 1080 or higher if you really want smooth 4K games, but other than that, the XPS 8930 and GTX 1070 are more than enough. VR games are also easily achievable for this system, cleaning the recommended GTX 1060 floor. New highs Given that the XPS 8930 Special Edition is a little cheaper, but faster than the 8,920
($989.99 on Amazon) we named editors, it's a simple decision to bestow honor on this model as well. There is a warning to loud fans this time, once, I don't think it's a deal breaker. Everything else - upgrade, compact size and easy access to the case - remain, and the desktop is now much more customizable when you order. For these reasons, the Dell XPS Tower Special Edition (8930) is our top
recommendation for mid-range general purpose desktops. See it for $1,129.99 at Dell MSRP $999.00 Plus Fast all-around performance. Easy access case with room to expand. Cons Case is a little hard to work in, like previous versions, the Dell XPS Special Edition (8930) is a compact and upgraded multipurpose desktop computer. But now it's faster than ever thanks to Intel's latest Coffee Lake
processor. The best desktop PC chooses to further read the Dell XPS 8930 is the desktop tower. Regular desktops aren't for everyone, as they take up a lot of space and require other accessories to make the most of them - unlike laptops. However, this PC case style has some serious advantages, making this model one of our pick of the best home computers available. Not only is it upgraded - and
manufacturers like Dell make it easy with the tool less access to the insides of your computer, but with more space inside the case there is more airflow, which means easier cooling, leading to faster chips and more processing power. You'll need an external monitor as well as a mouse and keyboard to go with your new computer tower (Dell includes its main office mouse and keyboard, but they are being
asked to be updated) and they can be easily picked up when you buy a car, or order from other countries. Towers can be easily hidden below desks or tucked into corners of sight thanks to long monitor cables and wireless peripherals, which mean you can still place your work area pretty much where you like. If you need to access the enclosure, perhaps plugging in a rarely used device, the front sockets
and slots mean there is no more fumble around the back. The Dell XPS 8930 desktop starts relatively cheaply, but can be specced in a monster capable of heavy tasks, and that can justify itself well in games too. You don't have to go that far, however, even with a basic model capable of performing office tasks, creative applications and games in low- and mid-range environments. Today's best Dell XPS
8930 dealsDell XPS Desktop Review: Design Simple Black DesignTons Ports, but No ThunderboltThe rectangular tower case has been around for a long time, and has a number of advantages over all-in-one PC design. There are free extension slots, for example, so PCIe cards can be slotted to add new functionality. There are often empty RAM sockets into which you can easily slip compatible increasing
your computer's memory capacity. Then there is the space inside the case that improves the flow of air and therefore cooling. You can install the fans enclosure to keep that air moving, and because of the extra cooling your components can run faster and hotter, improving performance. (Image: Dell) Dell's XPS Desktop is a compact evolution of evolution Tower. Measuring only 15.2 by 7.1 by 14 inches, it's
more than many small-shaped factor PCs such as the Mac mini or Intel NUC, and Dell has been using it for several years, adding in updates like the front USB-C port once in a while, but not taking away features such as the DVD slot slot. Thunderbolt's connection, both front and back, would be a good idea to have, especially since the XPS Desktop line uses Intel processors that have supported the
technology since 2015. This isn't a deal breaker though, as the USB 3.1 connection provided fast enough for most applications. All Black in its latest incarnation, the XPS Desktop is cleverly designed to be accessible easily and without tools. A simple pull on the rear lever opens the left side of the case from where you can unlock the power source and swing it on the hinged hand. This allows you to get to
the motherboard below, where there may be two empty memory slots depending on the configuration you order. They, along with an empty optical drive and a hard drive bay, can be populated by you, again all without the need for tools. The case supports full-size graphics cards too, so if you get a gaming bug you can swap an existing card for something a little more powerful. Dell XPS Desktop Review:
Performancei3, i5, or i7 CPU8 or 16GB RAMNVIDIA GPUIt may be a humble black tower, but inside there are some monsters lurking. The four available configurations use ninth-generation Intel processors with a choice between the i3 9100 - four cores and four streams, with a 4.2GHz-boosting watch - i5 9400 - a six-core, six-core chip that can increase to 4.1 GHz - and an i7 9700, which has eight cores,
eight streams and a 4.7 GHz clock. The I7 is clearly a more capable chip, but the i5 doesn't slouch either, and is a popular processor among gamers. Even the i3 won't let you know if you're using Office apps and a web browser. The original configuration of 8GB of RAM is a bit on the low side these days, but if you use your computer to browse the web and have office tasks, even editing photos, that should
be enough. Upgrade to 16GB if you want to use your computer for gaming, video editing, or if you find that slows down while performing any intense task. (Image credit: Dell) It's hard to blame XPS for the choice that was made in its components. Storage is originally handled by a large hard drive, but can be specced so you have a fast solid drive condition and a slower, but much larger, traditional hard
drive. This two-part solution is the best choice, keeping your operating system and apps on SSD where they can load quickly, and keeping the hard drive for documents, photos and videos. Even the lowest model in the XPS Desktop line can be displayed using a discrete graphics card, all of which come from the last 16 and 20 ranges This pushes the whole line into game territory and you can expect to play
the last games in low or medium conditions. GPUs processors also help with image or video editing if the app you use supports their use. Dell XPS Desktop review: Value compared to an all-in-one PC, desktop towers are usually cheaper because there are less intelligent engineering required to install desktop class processors and cool within the narrow confines of an all-in-one case that is designed to be
unobtrusive rather than spacious. An entry-level XPS desktop with an i3 processor, 8GB of RAM and 1TB of hard drive costs less than $600. Sure, you need to add the cost of the screen, mouse and keyboard, but it's still good value. Adding extras is also not too expensive: step up to the i5, add a GPU, double your memory, and put in an SSD, and you're still looking at about $1,050. Roughly the equivalent
of Apple's Mac mini will cost $250 more and won't have a GPU. (image credit: Dell) Windows 10 is ripe for a thin operating system, and Dell offers a choice between versions of Home and Pro - the latter offers business-oriented (but inconsequential to home use) features such as hard drive encryption and Active Directory.Should you buy Dell XPS Desktop? The Dell XPS desktop looks great value when you
place it against the all-in-one form factor PCs that are now so very popular. And they're cheaper than the best laptops too. You can spec the machine on your exacting tastes, being sure that it will be fast and powerful. If you are looking for a computer for work that can be quickly and easily upgraded, and it is fast and well connected enough to last many more years, then this may just be the range for you.
The best Dell XPS 8930 deals to date xps tower 8930 review. xps 8930 review 2020. xps 8930 review 2019. xps 8930 review noise. dell xps 8930 review 2019. dell xps 8930 review 2020. dell xps 8930 review uk. dell xps 8930 review 2019 uk
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